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As job-seeking and recruiting processes transition into digital spaces, concerns about hiring discrimination in online spaces have developed. 
Historically, women of color, particularly those with marginalized religious identities, have more challenges in securing employment. We conducted 
20 semi-structured interviews with Muslim-American women of color who had used online job platforms in the past two years to understand how 
they perceive digital hiring tools to be used in practice, how they navigate the US job market, and how hiring discrimination as a phenomenon 
is thought to relate to their intersecting social identities. Our findings allowed us to identify three major categories of asymmetries (i.e., the 
relationship between the computing algorithms’ structures and their users’ experiences): (1) process asymmetries, which is the lack of transparency 
in data collection processes of job applications; (2) information asymmetries, which refers to the asymmetry in data availability during online 
job-seeking; and (3) legacy asymmetries, which explains the cultural and historical factors impacting marginalized job applicants. We discuss 
design implications to support job seekers in identifying and securing positive employment outcomes.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Muslim-Americans have been historically stigmatized in the US, particularly within post-9/11 America. Previous literature has 
examined how this discrimination manifests in a variety of dimensions, including within the workplace and hiring context 
[109, 110]. Muslim women of color face additional challenges as job-seeking applicants with multiple marginalized identities 
[53]. Though prior workplace discrimination research has primarily focused on instances of offline discrimination [129], new 
questions arise as the job-seeking and hiring processes transition to online platforms. For individuals with marginalized identity 
traits, navigating the online job-seeking process forces applicants to contend with new embodiments of bias and prejudice.

Personal data scraped from applicant social media profiles are routinely used in making hiring decisions today [4, 27, 41]. Access 
to this information might allow employers to effectively screen for ‘red flags’, such as evidence of illegal or illicit behavior, but 
such data use may facilitate unlawful discrimination [92]. For example, experimental studies document lowered positive hiring 
outcomes for applicants that disclose marginalized identity traits on social media, including those that disclosed their religious 
affiliation with Islam [5]. AI generated candidate recommendations have also become a popular hiring tool utilized by employers, 
in which hiring algorithms effectively rank, categorize, and prioritize applicants for job listings [59]. While these algorithms 
effectively improve efficiency in hiring decision turnarounds, recommender engines can easily be influenced by the prejudices of 
their decision-makers to selectively prioritize certain candidates at the expense of others [8].
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Prior work in HCI and information studies have investigated the potential harms of algorithmic recommender systems in
a workplace and hiring context [5, 77, 97] and the pitfalls of social media screening as a recruiting tool [27]. In this study, we
examine the behaviors, attitudes, and perceptions held by Muslim-American women interacting with these online systems to
better understand how marginalized users navigate the job-seeking process, and how we can improve these online spaces to be
more sensitive to their needs. We interviewed 20 Muslim-American women who had recently been on the U.S. job market to
capture the role of technology in aiding or hindering their pursuit of stable employment.

For our core contribution, we identify three major categories of asymmetries, or recurring case scenarios where applicants lack
access or information critical for securing positive hiring outcomes via online systems. The first asymmetry, which we define as
process asymmetries, manifests as lack of transparency to applicants with regards to what information is collected about participants,
when this information is collected, and by whom. This lack of transparency extends to not knowing how heavily algorithmic input
and social media data factor into hiring decisions, and general anxiety about what data, logic, or techniques are employed by
hiring algorithms. Second, we identify information asymmetries regarding publicly accessible data about the companies and jobs
themselves. Minority individuals with specific workplace concerns, such as the desire for a diverse work environment, found
this information being withheld from them by the companies in question, and found limited success in engaging with laborious
workaround strategies. Thirdly, we recognize legacy asymmetries that explains cultural and historical factors that constrains both
traditional and online job-seeking prospects for our participants. Lastly, we outline design recommendations for both company
websites and popular online job platforms that work to mitigate the knowledge gap created by these asymmetries, and ultimately
support and improve conditions for Muslim-American women in pursuit of employment.

2 RELATEDWORK

In this section, we present scholarship around nuances of the Muslim identity in the United States using an intersectional lens,
examine the impact of hiring discrimination on minorities, and focus on the role of social media and algorithms in employment
decision making.

2.1 The Muslim Identity in the United States

Muslims have been historically marginalized in the US, creating for a unique space in which Muslim-Americans must exist [51, 70].
Newspapers and other traditional mass-media outlets, which largely shape public sentiment, subject Muslims to depictions that
include “continuous reference to images of extremism, terrorism, and irrationality that portray Muslims as “backward,” static,
and premodern” [110]. While media outlets harness this specific language to draw a divide between the American ‘us’ and the
alien ‘them’, they inadvertently perpetuate a conflict of interest for Muslim-Americans who must reconcile these two seemingly
disparate parts of their identity [30]. In the following, we first explain identity negotiation strategies taken by Muslim-Americans
and follow with an intersectional perspective of Muslim-American women’s experiences.

2.1.1 Identity negotiation. The hypervisibility of Muslims today, due in part to the shift in American society following 9/11,
requires many Muslim-Americans to “reframe” and rebrand their identities to be more palatable to mainstream, Western values
and norms [64, 109]. This post 9/11 period has given rise to growing “Muslim self-consciousness,” [109] leading to two primary
approaches to identity negotiation at the individual and group level.

First, individuals strategically choose which aspects of themselves are publicly visible to distance themselves from the ‘Muslim’
labels often negatively associated with terrorism [42], including online behaviors such as religious self-disclosure. A study
conducted on Myspace found that “a negative perception of [a stigmatized] religion appeared to mute religious self-disclosures
among individuals who would be otherwise expected to disclose abundantly” [20]. The second approach, often employed by
organizational and community leaders, involves fostering a ‘positive and moderate’ Muslim-American identity perceived to be more
compatible with mainstream American ideals [96]. This new identity construction is documented in existing studies with examples
of self-policing behaviors among Muslim-Americans ranging from individuals wearing “friendlier” pink hijabs in the place of more
stigmatized black hijabs, to making life-altering decisions by relocating families out of Muslim-majority neighborhoods [30, 109].
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Within workplaces and job interviews, social identities that are often not immediately discernible, such as religious affiliation,
must be strategically negotiated by applicants and employees [48]. Though much of existing workplace diversity scholarship
has historically kept the focus on ’visible’ social identities, including race and gender, newer schools of thought suggest that the
stigmatization of “invisible social identities” in the workplace can lead to detrimental consequences for individuals as well [35].
Muslim women, in particular, are privy to additional damaging perceptions that further weaken their employment prospects.
Biases manifest primarily through the stereotype of the “oppressed Muslim woman” [105] where their perceived lack of autonomy
can bleed into their evaluation as potential employees. Next, we use an intersectional lens to understand the complexity of the
Muslim-American women’s experiences.

2.1.2 Intersectionality of Religion, Gender, and Race. We use intersectionality as an analytical lens to understand the identities and
compound injustices faced by Muslim-American women. In the United States, Muslim women often have multiple marginalized
identities, including being women, people of color, and a religious or cultural minority in the United States [88]. Examining the
experiences of people who live intersecting, marginalized lives, like Muslim-American women, provides a way to examine their
experiences, specifically of oppression, that could not be seen, or seen as vividly, by studying people who may have only a single
or few characteristics of oppression [36, 40]. In what follows, we explain the foundations of intersectional feminism and current
relevant scholarly conversations within HCI and CSCW regarding using intersectionality as a lens to examine people’s experiences
with computing technologies.

Intersectional feminism addresses how oppression may be experienced multidimensionally from different perspectives. While
mainstream feminism focuses on gender-based oppression (i.e., sexism)—typically based on the experiences of white and middle-
class women, excluding experiences of women of color [40], intersectional feminism focuses on inequalities triggered by two or
more factors such as gender, sexuality, race, class, ability, and others, and how they act concurrently within larger systems of
oppression [40, 115]—the "discriminatory institutions, structures, norms that are embedded in the fabric of our society" 1. Though
Crenshaw coined the term intersectionality, intersectionality as a concept has earlier roots [98]. Crenshaw’s work examined how
black women experienced labor discrimination differently than either black men or white women; her work demonstrates that
ongoing discrimination could only be seen when looking at the compounding marginalizing experiences of black women, rather
than looking solely at experiences of women or people of color [39]. We adapt Crenshaw’s framework and in what follows we
examine the intersecting forms of work, employment, and social injustices faced by Muslim-American women, who are very
frequently women of color [33] or identifying as non-White2.

Women of color have historically suffered from biased treatment compared to white women and male counterparts in em-
ployment [12, 39], leadership [66], social services [88, 101], and healthcare [104, 122], and are more likely to face "discrimination,
prejudice, and lack of psychosocial and instrumental support"in the workplace [21, 107]. Further, women of color receive lower
wages than white women and men of color, are often faced with microaggressions and job segregation that restricts their chances of
upward mobility [58], and have limited seats in leadership roles due to covert discrimination and stereotype threat [112]—"socially
premised psychological threat that arises when one is in a situation or doing something for which a negative stereotype about one’s
group applies"3—compared to men of color and white women [37, 107]. According to the 2017 NSF Division of Science Resources
Statistics, underrepresented minority women are less likely than men to earn degrees or be employed in STEM fields and tenured
positions [29]. Moreover, being of a religious minority and often of color [33], Muslim-American women are faced with gendered
Islamophobia [15, 33, 45, 65, 74]. In addition to Muslim women facing the familiar sexism by Muslims and non-Muslims alike, they
are commonly viewed by mainstream feminists as victims of their patriarchal religion and, thus, often neglected [76, 108]. We
dismiss the notion of portraying Muslim women as a homogeneous group; rather, by adopting an intersectional lens, we focus

1The Simon Fraser Public Interest Research Group (SFPIRG). 2017. Systems of Oppression. (August 2017). Retrieved July 12, 2020 from https://sfpirg.ca/infohub/systems-
of-oppression
2The majority of Muslim-American adults are 41% categorized as white, a category that includes Arabs and Persians/Iranians [32]. However, Arab and Iranian-Americans
reported being often be perceived as non-White [80, 89]. Whereas, "U.S.-born Muslims are more likely than immigrant Muslims to be black (32% vs. 11%). In fact, fully
half of Muslims whose families have been in the U.S. for at least three generations are black (51%)" [32].
3Anon. Stereotype Threat. Retrieved July 20, 2020 from https://diversity.nih.gov/sociocultural-factors/stereotype-threat
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on structural and social obstacles, expand the interwoven gender and racial dimensions of bias to include religion, and view the
unique experiences of Muslim-American women while acknowledging their agency and beliefs.

Muslim-American experiences that are understudied in computing and related fields [87, 115], and within social computing
research, explicitly adapting intersectionality is a growing area. Discussions focus on intersectionality as a lens on research
itself and empirically understand people’s experiences with technology. Scholars provide a solid grounding on how to conduct
intersectional research [63, 73, 98, 107, 124]. In 2017, Schlesinger et al. conducted a meta-review of identity representations in
HCI on 140 publications where they found previous work tended to focus on one identity facet at a time [107]. Schlesinger et al.
proposed ways to tackle intersectionality in HCI, including being consistent in reporting context and demographics for all users,
not only non-Westerns, being explicit about the author’s identity, and not shying away from providing as much identity-complexity
possible [107]. Rankin and Thomas criticized the recent body of intersectional HCI for its shortage in properly addressing history
and contributions of women of color, and provided concrete steps to not repeat previous mistakes, such as citing black women
for their work [98]. HCI Scholars collectively cautioned researchers from reducing intersectionality to a buzzword, and rather to
properly employ intersectionality as an analytic framework to highlight complex injustices and promote inclusivity [67, 73, 124].
Likewise, a body of HCI work produced empirical understandings of the user’s experience using intersectionality. The themes
explored include accessibility [55], socioeconomic structure [13, 75], and representation in computing and game design [67, 115–
117]. Further, by considering HCI work with compounding marginalized identities as intersectional, we find scholars dissecting
compounding identities in data mining models [93], and HCI4D research that looks at the intersections of socioeconomic class and
gender [62, 81, 114], broader work examining legal status and gender [26], and occupational and gender marginalization [113]. In
our work, we strive to apply intersectional HCI foundations in participants’ representation and data analysis and contribute to the
intersectional HCI literature by examining Muslim-American women’s unique experience, inspecting algorithmic injustice at the
intersection of religion, race, and gender.

2.2 Privacy in Islamic Culture

Privacy, broadly, is a well-researched topic within HCI literature [14, 24, 25, 56, 71, 85]. While privacy has become increasingly
understood as a function of context, limited work exists that meaningfully recognizes it as a nuanced product of varying cultural
considerations [3, 16]. Related research is the work of scholars Abokhodair and Vieweg, who examined and theorized about
social media and privacy practices from an Islamic perspective within the context of the GCC Region 4 [1–3, 119]. In their work,
Abokhodair and Vieweg highlight the three Islamic privacy domains as (1) home privacy, (2) privacy for gender-exclusive spaces,
and (3) individual privacy. They emphasize the non-individualistic perception of privacy in Islamic cultures, where safeguarding
these boundaries of privacy is both a social and personal responsibility that extends beyond one’s self, and reflects upon the honor
and reputation of one’s nuclear and extended family [1, 119]. In a following paper, Abokhodair et al. elaborate on social media
practices within the context of the Arab gulf, which overlaps with Islamic communities in the West in varying degrees, classifying
the notion of self-presentation into the autonomous and collective self [2]. The collective self encompasses individuals as part of a
larger entity that may include their families, tribe, and society. Culturally, the concept of maintaining family honor is unevenly
imposed on women more than men [95, 119], thus, reflecting stricter privacy practices on public social media platforms by Muslim
women [2, 3, 119]. While many of these considerations are a product of culture as much as they are of religion, and women who
identify with Islam in the US hail from a variety of cultural backgrounds, recognizing the overlap between modesty, gender, and
privacy in Islam is helpful for understanding the values of our participants and provides a nuanced frame of reference for their
privacy practices and attitudes.

2.3 Understanding Hiring Discrimination

Taste-based discrimination, the economic model for labor market discrimination, occurs when the personal prejudices of an
employer negatively impact the employability of minority workers [91]. Members of stigmatized groups, especially those with
4GCC stands for the Gulf Cooperation Council, a regional political organization comprising the countries: Saudi Arabia, Kuwait, Bahrain, Qatar, the United Arab
Emirates, and Oman, sharing common religious, cultural, and economic views.
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multiple minority statuses, often face additional hurdles in both securing stable job opportunities and retaining them [50]. A
meta-analysis of hiring discrimination experiments over the last 50 years found that “minority applicants. . . [on average had]...to
write 1.5 times as many applications as their majority peers” [129] to secure employment. Additionally, even a perception of
discrimination in the workplace can have detrimental effects on both an employee’s physical and psychological health [90].

Promoting diversity in the workplace, however, can have many tangible benefits, including improved labor productivity and
decreased employee absenteeism [106]. A diverse set of perspectives within the employee base can also lead to new approaches in
problem solving, help drive company innovation, and create competitive advantages in the global marketplace [106]. In order to
reduce instances of hiring discrimination, the regulation of poor hiring practices picked up speed before ultimately reaching critical
mass in 1964 with the creation of the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission (EEOC) [83]. The EEOC remains responsible
for enforcing legislation that forbids discriminatory hiring practices against federally-protected classes of individuals, including
discrimination on the basis of age, gender, race, religious affiliation, and sexual orientation among others.

Processes and practices involved in the hiring process have changed dramatically since the time of the EEOC’s inception.
While hiring and recruiting have traditionally relied on offline vehicles, such as classifieds in newspapers, online spaces have
become increasingly popular for job-seeking individuals [103]. In 1994, Monster.com became one of the very first online job boards,
boasting a public database of applicant resumes by 1996. Today, roughly over three quarters of all active job seekers utilize online
resources, such as social-professional networking sites and online job boards, in their search for gainful employment [31]. While
changes to laws and statues have attempted to address instances of offline hiring discrimination, research suggests that there has
been minimal changes in levels of racialized hiring discrimination since 1989 [94]. Coupled with the new, often times ambiguous,
role of technology, many job seekers continue to face personal identity-related concerns when looking for employment. Within
our study, we look to address these concerns, and how they affect multiple minority status individuals.

2.4 Social Media and Employer Decision-Making

With the transition into digital spaces for job-seeking processes, social media data, information scraped about applicants from
their personal profiles on popular social media platforms, has become increasingly important in influencing major hiring decisions
[23, 118]. In 2009, nearly half of all hiring managers reported investigating job candidate profiles on social media [27], and a
Microsoft Research study in 2010 revealed that “79% of the U.S. employers [...] used the Internet to screen applicants” [99].

Knowledge gathering about job candidates on social media is often seen as a beneficial step by employers looking to make
informed hiring decisions [47]. Criteria for screening, and consequent rejections, commonly includes photos or posts on applicant
profiles indicating heavy alcohol or illegal drug use, while Facebook, Twitter and LinkedIn are cited as the most commonly
researched platforms for this practice [27]. Social media screening is “widely accepted [by hiring and recruiting managers] because
of its close relation to the act of posting a job advertisement on the Internet”, and is also generally believed to be effective in
preventing reputational harm to hiring firms [41]. However, incorporating this practice into official hiring protocols poses several,
significant risks.

Brown and Vaughn outline three major potential dangers when utilizing social media data for hiring decisions., including
“perceptions of invasion of applicant privacy,” a lack of “well-documented support for the validity” of personal information
broadcasted on the web, and the threat of misuse when information irrelevant to job performance may be used to screen candidates
from a position [27]. Publicly accessible information collected online can be used at the employer’s discretion, which creates for a
lack of transparency that can ultimately “severely curtail the enforcement of anti-discrimination statues in the recruitment phase”,
and can allow for the proliferation of the practice of unlawful discrimination [68, 92, 118].

Discriminatory attitudes towards Muslim-American job candidates, in particular, have already been revealed in previous
experimental studies [18]. Research looking specifically at social media screening practices suggests that online screening
negatively affects callback rates of Muslim job applicants in the US. An experiment in hiring discrimination within the US South
found that across different religious groups, Muslim candidates with identical online job applications “received 38 percent fewer
e-mails and 54 percent fewer phone calls” [121], while another HCI study showcased results in which the applicant who had
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disclosed their Muslim-American identity on social media received 16% fewer callbacks than the identical Christian candidate in
specific geographic regions. This information ultimately leads to an understanding that “online disclosure of certain personal traits
can influence the hiring decisions of U.S. firms” [5].

2.5 Algorithms in the Hiring Process

This transition into digital spaces for job-seeking has also been facilitated in part by a dependence on algorithmic assistance.
Algorithms can be defined as sets of operations that allow computers to perform automated tasks. They are frequently used to
describe the application of machine-learning methods, a subset of AI practices, to common digital services. Implementations
of this method include personalized recommendations on e-commerce websites, facial recognition software on photo sharing
applications, and a variety of new hiring tools [7, 100]. While algorithmic hiring tools can improve efficiency in the recruiting
process for employers [59], these tools and systems can also exacerbate and perpetuate instances of discrimination.

Private-interest companies, the primary developers of these algorithms, operate on principles motivated by profit. The pri-
oritization of profit and efficiency consequently come at a cost to consumer well-being by “reproduc[ing] existing patterns of
discrimination” [17], further exacerbated by willful neglect on the part of these companies in addressing the resulting harmful
social consequences [44, 82]. Rather, blackboxing tactics employed by these companies encourage opacity in the public’s perception
of algorithms, and frame them as inherently neutral technological artifacts [28]. For most individuals, this lack of transparency
prevents them from understanding what logic, techniques, and information are used to arrive at algorithmic outputs, and instead
can breed “algorithmic anxiety” [43] in their interactions with these cryptic systems.

Workplaces are increasingly using algorithms for recruitment and hiring purposes. With the rising popularity of social-
professional networking sites and online job boards, such as LinkedIn and Indeed, many recruiting managers have begun to adopt
AI-driven tools into their hiring practices. Most common are applicant recommender systems, though novel technologies, such as
HireVue’s unique AI interviewing tool are continuing to gain traction [34]. Applicant recommender systems work in fundamentally
similar ways to personalized shopping recommendations, by ranking, prioritizing and ultimately suggesting individual applicants
as potential matches for searching employers. A familiarity with this type of functionality across other systems further strengthens
the persistent view of algorithms as objective entities, and facilitates the widespread adoption of automated recommendations on
online job boards as a trusted decision making tool.

An overdependence on this practice, however, raises some concerns [57]. The most obvious issue is that “by design, [the
recommendations] encourage an employer to consider some workers but not others” [59], and particularly disadvantages un-
derrepresented job candidates [126]. Personalized recommender systems generally operate, broadly speaking, as information
filters. The machine and deep learning algorithms embedded into these tools work by learning users’ preferences, according to
their historical behaviors on a given platform, and then predict their future proclivity for given options based on this knowledge
[125]. Though this can be a helpful tool in creating applicant filters based on tangible candidate qualifications, such as technical
skills or education, it fails to accurately capture many of the intangible personal characteristics that contribute to positive labor
outcomes [77]. Ultimately, "although most companies do not intentionally engage in discriminatory hiring practices, their reliance
on automated systems, algorithms, and existing networks systematically benefits some at the expense of others, often without
employers even recognizing the biases of such mechanisms” [102].

3 METHODS

Prior Islamic HCI work has engaged predominantly with Muslim women in Muslim majority countries [1–3, 61, 114, 119]. We
highlight how the unique position of Muslims in the US, who have been subjected to targeted surveillance and public mistrust [42],
may play a role in how Muslim women approach online job-seeking. As an exploratory investigation, we mainly wanted more
insight into the ways Muslim-American women seek out jobs online, their attitudes around hiring discrimination, and in what
ways they think digital hiring tools are used. The research team adopted a qualitative approach focused on gathering rich details
and descriptive personal accounts. To do this, we led one-on-one interviews with participants over the course of three months.
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Our interviews focused on their conceptualizations of algorithms, practices on various online job and social media platforms, and
perceptions of prejudice in the hiring process. We recruited participants via paper flyer canvassing in relevant environments (e.g.,
mosques, Arab supermarkets), social media adverts in niche groups (e.g., Muslim Women in Tech, a closed group on Facebook),
and snowball sampling.

We sought participants with Islam as their primary religious or cultural affiliation, had lived in the US for over a decade, were of
adult age, and had searched for employment on an online platform within the past two years. Our selection criteria was broad to
ensure the researchers could capture a wide set of potential concerns, preferences and perceptions.. At the time of their scheduled
interview, participants received a brief survey focused on demographic data and administered via Qualtrics. On average, interviews
lasted nearly an hour (approximately 55 minutes), but ranged from 31 to 70 minutes. Interviews were conducted in person, on the
phone, or via Zoom or Skype. All interviews were conducted in English.

From January 2020 till March 2020, the first author interviewed 20 individuals who had been on the job market within the past
two calendar years. Sixteen of the 20 participants were currently employed, while four were still actively seeking employment.
The employed participants occupations ranged from finance, management, and marketing (6); healthcare (4); non-profit, political,
or governmental organizations (4); insurance (1); and engineering (1) industries. Participants ranged from 21 to 43 years of age,
with a mean age of 27.3. Sixteen participants identified as South Asian (Pakistani or Indian), three identified as Middle Eastern or
North African, while one participant identified themselves as African-American.

All interviews were audio-recorded, with the exception of one participant who withheld consent for personal reasons. These
audio recordings were partially transcribed using Otter AI, a speech to text web application service. Automated transcriptions
were then manually edited by the first author to match the original audio files. The authors met on a regular basis in order to
discuss the interview and survey data.

This research team balanced both insider and outsider perspectives in their analysis approach. Researchers on this team drew
from their statuses as both peripheral members, those who "observe and interact closely enough with [study activities] to establish
an insider’s identity without participating in those activities constituting the core of group membership" [6] and complete member
researchers, those who are a part of the community being studied, to inform their data interpretations. The first author, who
administered all interviews, identifies as a cis-gender female who has grown up within the culture and religion of Islam. Their role
as a complete member researcher may have made it more likely for participants to disclose and share certain information with
them than if they held more out-group characteristics [6]. The first phase of analysis consisted of the first author engaging in a
theoretical memoing process, following the conventions of The SAGE Encyclopedia of Qualitative Research Methods [54]. They
then conducted an inductive analysis of the interview transcripts utilizing open coding, “the interpretative process by which data
is broken down analytically” [38], to determine broad categories. This process took place on MAXQDA, a qualitative data analysis
software, as well as on Otter AI’s native document system.

Initial sets of codes focused on identifying the most frequently mentioned online job platforms, specific challenges and
experiences associated with job-seeking, user workaround strategies, and commonly held sentiments through broad categories.
Once rudimentary themes were pinpointed, ensuing rounds of iterative coding involved establishing larger patterns of variation
across the sample in order to build conceptual categories. While continuing to analyze the data, the research team realized
participants were describing several key asymmetries between themselves as job seekers and the online job platforms. Later cycles
of analysis worked to refine these classes of asymmetries while leaning heavily on a constructivist Grounded theory ‘inspired’
approach. This lens, coupled with the first and second author’s own grounding in Islam as Muslim women, was adopted to
accurately convey the attitudes and perceptions of participants by constructing interpretations of their articulated experiences.
Data analysis concluded once the authors felt that they had achieved theoretical saturation, the point at which “no new properties,
dimensions, or relationships” [38] continued to emerge.
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4 FINDINGS

Online job-seeking processes rely heavily on their algorithmic underpinnings, which often disproportionately hurts marginal
Internet users [82]. Hiring discrimination is an ongoing problem in the U.S. job market [94], and participants described how
such inequalities may now occur in new algorithmically driven ways online. Most individuals found anti-discrimination statutes
effective in curbing overt prejudice, but less effective for addressing the more latent online forms of discrimination, such as job
rejections loosely framed on the basis of poor ‘cultural fit’ [60], an often ambiguous way to suggest that an individual’s social
identities (including their religion) are misaligned with the values of the larger workplace.

In this case study, we identified three specific asymmetries that our participants faced, including process, information, and

legacy asymmetries. These identified asymmetries refer to the differences in power, resources, experiences, consequences, and
benefits that marginalized communities face when dealing with algorithmic computing systems. Such asymmetries reference
the relationship between the structures behind the computing algorithms (e.g., online hiring platforms; hiring organizations)
and their users and the experiential differences amongst populations with different marginalized statuses. By process asymmetry,
we refer to the lack of transparency for applicants regarding key job application data collection processes, focusing on what,
when, and by whom information is collected about job applicants. This lack of transparency extends to not knowing how heavily
algorithmic input and social media data factors into hiring decisions, and general anxiety about what data, logic, or techniques are
employed by hiring algorithms. Second, by information asymmetry, we refer to the unequal expectations between companies and
job applicants about what data was available and disclosed during the online job-seeking process. Information asymmetries are
also a product of data opacity. Specifically in the case of our participants, Muslim women with distinct workplace concerns, such
as the desire for prayer rooms on-site, found this information being withheld from them by the companies in question, and found
limited success in engaging with laborious workaround strategies. Lastly, legacy asymmetries explain the cultural and historical
factors (e.g., limited social resources as a product of being an immigrant) that unevenly and adversely impact marginalized job
applicants in both traditional and online job-seeking. Together, these three larger categories of asymmetries, process, information,
and legacy, hinder job-seeking experiences and outcomes.

4.1 Process Asymmetries

Process asymmetries manifest when organizations, either the hiring firms or online job application platforms, do not adequately
disclose their job application data collection processes to job applicants, including what, when, and by whom information is
collected about these online job applicants. We identified two key process asymmetries related to computational hiring algorithms.
First, hiring decisions are blackboxed, meaning that most job applicants have little understanding of how decisions are made and
who or even what makes the decisions (i.e., Was this decision made by an algorithm? When and how were real humans involved
in the application decision making process, if at all?), which we call, “blackboxing hiring decisions”. Second, applicants lack an
understanding of what information factors into hiring decisions, including how the information was obtained, which we call,
“blackboxing social media data collection”. For this finding, we delve into what details explicitly disclosed on job applications or
collected from public digital spaces (e.g., public social media posts) are then used by either algorithms or recruiting staff to make
employability determinations.

4.1.1 Blackboxing Algorithmic Hiring Decisions. How employers make hiring decisions is often hidden from job applicants [86],
including how hiring and recruiting processes transition into algorithmically driven systems. Given that many participants did
not know how these algorithmic hiring decisions work, from the employers’ perspective, our participants developed several folk
theories (i.e, causal, explanatory theories shared collectively [52] to make sense of and assuage the anxieties that arise when
interacting with algorithms. People create folk theories when they lack insider knowledge about how a system or process works.
While these working theories may not accurately match how these systems work in actuality (i.e., from the perspective of the
organization), they tend to be useful and guide user’s interactions with systems and processes [127]. Specifically, within our data,
participants created working folk theories about how these algorithms, and the larger job application processes, worked and
impacted how they applied for jobs. Within our participant pool, 18 of the 20 participants stated that they were familiar with the
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idea that hiring algorithms are extensively used on these platforms, and most reported that they believed their job applications
had been previously processed by one.

While familiar with hiring algorithms, participants often struggled with defining what algorithms do or are, with a few
participants choosing to skip answering the question entirely. The most common conceptualization was reflective of the narrative
pushed by private companies, with a majority of participants defining algorithms as inherently neutral technological artifacts [28].

“That’s really tough, I’m not sure how to define an algorithm. I imagine it as a maze, that’s just how I visualize it inside of my head. It

connects different dots that’ll lead you to an eventual result.” - (P08)

While unfamiliar with the explicit inner workings of these online hiring-related algorithms, participants created ideas about
how these systems might work, how such systems preferenced certain people, and what criteria was used to marginalize others.
The folk theories developed by many of the individuals in our sample were deeply influenced by their own social identities, and
fixated on the ways different legacy factors (e.g., being a first-gen college student) and demographic details (e.g., being Muslim
women of color) could disadvantage them. When asked to describe how they understood automated candidate recommendations
to be generated, most participants stated that these hiring algorithms prioritized candidate recommendations for employers based
on semantic similarities between an applicant’s resume and a job description’s wording. Secondary factors included the prestige
of an applicant’s degree granting institution or previous firm, as well as total years of relevant work experience. Participants
discussed fears that algorithms filtered out individuals from less well connected backgrounds. Specifically, those in circumstances
that would inhibit their access to expensive resources such as private career or academic counselors, which were understood to be
critical in improving the odds of job applications being processed favorably by algorithms.

This lack of transparency also fed into anxiety about interacting with these algorithmic systems, particularly due to the disclosure
of demographic information on their applications. Participants worried that employers would use an applicant’s demographic
information to filter out individuals on the basis of religion, ethnicity, or gender; identity characteristics in which all 20 participants
held minority status. Four participants alluded to concerns around the existence of ‘algorithmic bias’ in these systems as well.
When probed to define the term, most described the phenomena as when algorithms were negatively manipulated or biased
against certain populations, which they described as only possible by the work of the direct developers.

“It’s been proven time and time again that algorithms are racist themselves and very biased. People think because the computer doesn’t

have any human thoughts or emotions, that means it’s devoid and only doing logical reasoning. But the people that are making it, are

making it a certain way in their mind to consistently define the way hiring algorithms work. [...] I think it [lies in] the way you’re

coding it. If you’re coding it to [...] only look at certain schools, [or] if you’re only looking at certain areas, you’re cutting out the vast

majority of other candidates that might be even better.” - (P11)

In our conversations, participants reported adopting several ’generic’ techniques to help promote their applications. These were
typically steps or actions that were presented to them as general best practices by their schools, colleagues, or online resources.
Some steps mentioned included the reformatting of information on individual applications to mirror the wording of job descriptions.
In accordance with their ideas of semantic similarity matching, most of these changes involved adding in terms the participants
identified as employer “keywords” to their application materials (e.g. If the job description used the word “digital marketing” often,
applicants would emphasise this term in their own resume). Multiple individuals reported engaging in this tailoring practice,
which was thought to help their job applications “more quickly rise above the rest [of the candidates by] highlighting more of the
experience that’s relevant to that role” without having to “hide” anything else that could be perceived as detrimental. Participants
also chose to downplay gaps in employment by extending the dates of their last held position (“I said I worked at a place longer
than I actually did”), or even hiding the true nature of their work by embellishing role titles and job responsibilities (“changing the
title of your job [to] something that just sounds more higher than what you actually were doing”).
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However, in response to the threat of anticipated algorithmic bias, many participants developed more specific strategies to
improve their employability. To assuage concerns about being filtered or screened out based on their identities as Muslim women
of color, participants struggled with deciding what information should be hidden on their job applications. Many participants
expressed worries that their ethnicity, or ’foreignness’, could expose them to xenophobia, creating for hesitations about answering
many of the optional demographic questions that commonly appeared on online job applications. Choosing to abstain from
answering questions about race was most common, with participants categorizing the disclosure of their personal traits on
applications as a potential “risk” to their hiring outcomes. Leaving these questions blank posed another concern for some, who
worried having unanswered questions would leave too much room for speculation and affect the way their application would be
processed. Specifically, many participants worried that their ambiguous names and backgrounds ("You look at my name and then
you look at my resume and you’re like oh, like, ‘Where is she from?’"), without the context of ethnicity, would work to exclude
them from certain jobs. As a result of these concerns, some participants even expressed the desire to actively select different
options for race on applications, a behavior which stemmed heavily from a shared perception of “certain races [being] given a
better image than others".

Additionally, participants conveyed high levels of uneasiness with regards to disclosing any information reflective of their
religious identity. As we will discuss in later sections, this uneasiness primarily shaped behaviors on social media, but also
extended to information shared on online job applications. Actions to work around this concern again included omitting answers
to demographic questions about religious identity, in addition to removing or entirely reworking information about any previous
work experiences affiliated with Islam or Muslim organizations.

“I do know that it is a pretty common sentiment to want to minimize your involvement in religious organizations specifically for

religious minorities [...] My resume, if you take one look at it, you know that I’m a Muslim because I have a lot of experience with

Muslim based organizations, like the Islamic Society of America. And I did MSA [Muslim Student Assocation] for a few years [...] so if

you look on my resume, then you know that I’m a Muslim. And my dad was constantly asking me to remove Muslim Student

Association from my resume, and just say it was a student organization.” - (P16)

Within our sample, the most popular virtual job boards included LinkedIn, Indeed, Glassdoor, Idealist, and Handshake, a private
school-affiliated platform. All participants agreed that AI generated processes should never be exclusively used for hiring decisions
as such technologies were perceived to lack the sophistication needed to effectively capture elements of human personality and
workplace fit. Though most of our participants were unable to define the concept of an algorithm, they all felt subject to their
influence in the hiring process. The explicit lack of transparency surrounding hiring algorithms gave rise to a few core speculations
and explanatory theories, leading to new adaptive strategies that allowed individuals to circumvent potential biases. While the
workaround strategies created in response to the identified process asymmetries gave our participants some peace of mind, many
still held onto concerns about their identity traits, especially as explicitly Muslim women, when interacting with these algorithmic
systems.

4.1.2 Blackboxing Social Media Data Collection. Another key practice that deepens process asymmetries includes how employers
often obfuscate what and how they collect additional information online from potential job applicants. In our dataset, participants
were specifically concerned that their public social media data was accessed, collected, and used by hiring managers to evaluate
applicants, a practice referred to as social media screening. Participants were concerned that social media screening allowed for
the proliferation of unlawful discrimination, specifically with reference to harming Muslim job applicants [5]. All participants
were familiar with social media screening and most suspected that the information they shared on their personal social media
accounts could influence employer decision-making. While most participants had educated guesses about when an applicant’s
social media information might be reviewed by hiring staff, few were able to definitively state what information or content would
be considered most influential. Additionally, participants were unclear on if their private social media information, content that
they only shared with certain audiences under specific privacy settings, might be accessible. Several participants speculated that
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employers and companies utilized ‘special software’ that scraped private information off of social media, causing heightened levels
of anxiety. Participants had questions about which members of the hiring committee were in charge of actively reviewing their
profiles, as different individuals were thought to hold different sets of implicit biases.

In examining this practice of social media screening, participants reasoned that all of their public social media profiles were
equally likely to be investigated. The social media platforms most frequently used by participants were also the ones reported
to be most commonly reviewed by employers [27], and included Facebook, Twitter, Snapchat, and Instagram. The categories of
social media data most likely to be used by employers for filtering out candidates, as identified by participants, included what they
considered to be ’red flags’, which they described as “inappropriate content” that paints individuals out to be ’unprofessional’, such
as evidence of binge-drinking or illicit drug use. Participants suggested that employers might be looking for information indicative
of personality on an applicant’s social media profile, which could be reflected in content that displays an applicant’s interests and
hobbies, revealing whether or not an individual would ‘mesh’ with the larger company culture. Personal views or opinions shared
on social media were thought to be a high-impact factor, especially when voicing unpopular opinions on controversial topics, and
was characterized as any content that solidified an individual’s alignment with an idea. Finally, participants suggested that social
media content that revealed an applicant’s identity traits was also a consideration for discerning employers, and was explained as
personal information disclosed in the ‘bio’ or ‘About me’ sections of an online profile, and as photo or video content of applicants
that reveal their visible characteristics, including gender, race, or religious affiliation. All of the participants reported learning
how to protect their information on social media previously, either from high school and university resources or peers, and were
warned to clean up] their social media presence before job-seeking.

However, aside from these general ’housekeeping’ instructions, many participants explained having to consider additional
sets of criteria in order to effectively curate their social media presences. Oftentimes, these further concerns were directly tied to
their personal characteristics as ethnic Muslim women, and required strategies that extended far beyond the recommendations
communicated to applicants at large. Many participants reported adopting these strategies to maintain some anonymity in hopes
of being judged solely based on merit, and reducing the opportunity for hiring staff to act on their implicit biases. Additionally,
Muslim women, particularly those adhering to more orthodox interpretations of Islam, had to strike a balance between adhering
to tenets of their faith and presenting themselves as attractive job applicants (e.g., violating norms of Islamic modesty by publicly
sharing professional head shots on social media like LinkedIn)[10]. One common privacy protecting behavior across our sample
included adjusting privacy settings by varying degrees on all active social media profiles. Participants described this set of actions
as either constructing custom restrictions so that only certain audiences and individuals could see certain kinds of content, but
also making their entire profile inaccessible to public visitors through features like ’profile locking’ on Facebook. A frequently
recurring example of this included utilizing Instagram’s ‘private account’ feature, in which posts are invisible to individuals who
have not been personally approved by the owner of the account. When pressed to explain the rationale behind these actions,
participants expressed a sense of risk-aversion.

“... Once [employers] get your application and are interested in you, it’s not just about what’s on your resume and what’s in your

application. They will look you up. [They want to see] how else you’re out and projecting in the world, whether that’s through

something very personal, like Instagram, your Facebook or whether that’s LinkedIn. You will find a lot that people [...] keep [their social

media] very private, and not have any public access to anything. [...] It might not even be that you’re putting anything bad out there,

but again going back to hiring discrimination and the one person looking at you, you don’t know what their experiences are, you don’t

know what their perception is based on what they’ve been exposed to. You can’t take that risk, sometimes it’s better to just leave it

unknown.” -(P06)

Participants described the process of ‘cleaning’ their social media content. Typically, in this retroactive self-censorship process,
individuals manually filtered through their active profiles to temporarily hide, delete, or archive any concerning content. While
all participants knew to remove information that could potentially be categorized as red flags, they also took pains to hide any
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information that could reveal their minority identity traits, as well as content that explicitly stated their political views, or opinions
that could be perceived as critical of the US government.

“I really would hope that they’re just looking at general professionalism, trying to get an idea of who you are and your personality, but

realistically, I know that for myself when I was on the job hunt, [...] I went through, especially my Twitter, and anything that was too

political, [I thought] ‘you know what, if somebody has different beliefs than me and they see that then they might not hire me’. I went

ahead and deleted it because I didn’t want to take that risk [...] I think people have their own biases and if they see something they

don’t like personally, they might take that out on you.” -(P16)

Changing profile pictures, or removing them entirely, was also a practice that was popular among many applicants. This was
especially a concern for participants that were not white-passing, or wore religious identifiers like the hijab. When electing to
change photos on social media profiles, many changed them to more ’professional’ images of themselves (e.g., photo of themselves
in business casual attire instead of cultural garb) or photos of objects and individuals other than themselves (e.g., photo of their
children or a flower).

“I am definitely aware that recruiters use that [social media] to take a look and decide whether or not they will call a potential

candidate. [...] I think there are definitely some challenges that Muslim women face and some concerns that Muslim women tend to

echo across the board. Whether or not, for example, as a professional to have your picture on LinkedIn wearing a hijab, and what the

impact that that could potentially have on your possible employment.” -(P18)

Along the same vein, many participants chose to change their display names on social media profiles to subvert searchability.
To avoid having their full names, as disclosed on job applications, associated with their social media accounts, individuals detailed
temporarily changing display names to nicknames, made-up words, or anagrams of their original names.

Finally, the most labor-intensive protective strategy shared by participants involved the creation of entirely separate social
media profiles under aliases. These alternative social media accounts, which were then only shared with a select handful of friends
and family, were effectively used as a designated space for applicants to share uninhibited content. This allowed their more
‘searchable’, public-facing social media profiles to remain under lockdown throughout the entirety of the job-seeking process,
while still affording individuals with an outlet for personal expression through their secondary accounts.

“I created a ‘finsta’ [fake Instagram] because there’s so much information I want to share with [only] my friends. I just had a lot of

funny things or you know, that sense of sense of humor that we sort of have with our close friends, that I couldn’t do on my Instagram.

And so I was like, ‘I need a platform to express my creative side’.” -(P15)

Interestingly, though prior research with different populations suggests that most individuals do not have privacy behaviors
aligned with their privacy concerns, often due to low digital literacy [72], our participants appeared to be extremely knowledgeable
about manipulating privacy settings across popular social media platforms. This may be a product of our participants learning
to cope with ’social surveillance’ ("[Muslim women in some circles are] frequently watched by members of the community
who will report inappropriate behavior to their families" [119]) already in their daily lives. Playing a balancing act between
managing expectations of their cultural community while also remaining cognizant of the demands of social media screening (e.g.,
presenting themselves as modest and reserved vs. professional and accomplished online), led to many participants voicing concerns
about the validity of using data about one’s personal life to determine one’s professional life. While our participant’s creative
privacy-protecting strategies granted them some certainty under increasingly uncertain conditions, many were still troubled by
the overall lack of clarity surrounding popular social media screening practices.
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4.2 Information Asymmetries

Information asymmetries refer to the lack of information transparency, for applicants, regarding key cultural and organizational
information about specific companies, jobs, and workplaces. Broadly, such information helps job seekers make decisions about
which jobs to apply for or which job offers to accept. This information is especially important for minority individuals, including
Muslim-American women, who hold specific workplace concerns such as the desire for diverse work colleagues or onsite
accommodations for daily religious rituals. Current hiring processes allow employers to access and ask for endless streams of
information about potential applicants online, but these job postings and virtual platforms offer little to no information in return to
hopeful job seekers. This becomes a heightened issue for many minority applicants, such as our sample of participants, who were
less likely to ask clarifying questions about their identity-specific concerns throughout the interview and application process for
fear of catalyzing hiring discrimination. By not disclosing key pieces of information, while also closing off pathways for individuals
to ask for them, an information asymmetry is formed when the power to make educated decisions is greatly skewed against
applicants.

Assessing cultural fit is described to be important to minority job applicants for a myriad of reasons. Structural inequalities
and the marginalization of minority characteristics, including religious affiliation, race, and gender, has long since been linked to
negative physical and mental health consequences [90]. If employees feel as though their culture, values, and/or religion are not
respected or at odds with the company culture, it stands to greatly worsen the quality of life for these individuals. Many of our
participants mentioned actively looking for recurring specific pieces of information when applying to jobs to evaluate company
compatibility and workplace fit. Our participants, who had identity-specific concerns as Muslim women of color, revealed several
key factors in assessing cultural fit. Participants gauged potential for social acceptance in the workplace by looking at the relative
diversity of the work environment. Being able to identify minority employees in higher-up roles was reassuring to applicants
concerned about upward mobility in the company hierarchy. In their job searches, participants specifically looked to see if women
of color were well-represented in the work environment, and if possible, reported looking specifically for Muslim women of color.

“I think being a Muslim woman at law school, or even being a woman of color at law school, is very different [...] And then obviously [it

would be] the same job market because in law firms, you rarely see [WOC]... even the places where I was saying, like, ‘Oh, they’re

diverse’, it’s just [checking to see] if they had at least you know, two people of color there. So I think that that being part of my identity

is something that I look for more.” -(P11)

Similar to concerns about workplace diversity, participants also had a focus on the relative diversity of the larger surrounding
area. Most individuals were only open to relocating to cities or towns that had active, local mosques for practicing Muslims, or
other active minority community groups (e.g., Meetup groups for Pakistani-Americans) they could be a part of. If workplace
diversity was not easily perceptible, individuals felt that the diversity in the surrounding population could still grant them access
to a more balanced social life. Attitudes of local citizens, too, were considered to be a product of the relative diversity in the
area. Native citizens of more predominantly white locales were perceived to be holding onto more prejudiced beliefs, including
Islamophobia.

“I want to know how many people are not white, to be completely honest, because I don’t want to live in a 91% white state where there’s

no people like me around. I think they should prioritize doing that [...] I would love to see diversity metrics so you would know [about

where you’ll be living].” -(P01)

Beyond diversity, many participants shared concerns about how accommodating potential workplaces may be for their individual
religious beliefs and practices. A major tenet of Islam prescribes abstaining from alcohol, and some participants expressed that
the potential for social acceptance in the workplace could be highly influenced by the significance of alcohol in the company’s
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culture. Others recounted anecdotes from previous work experiences in which social events tended to be centered around activities
that involved alcohol consumption. While a number of the participants chose to attend these events and abstain from drinking
themselves, other participants revealed a desire for a company culture that actively prioritized offering different kinds of employee
bonding events entirely.

“sometimes I feel a sense of subtle racism just because I’m someone who doesn’t drink. Just even when I go out for a work event, it’s

always like a happy hour, or if I’m traveling with my work group, it’s always revolving around drinking. Those times [I’m made to

feel] kind of different, I kind of feel out of my element.” -(P03)

Even if electing to not drink during those socialization hours, many of our participants expressed concerns about being spotted
or seen in bar settings by other members of their community, as such environments could be seen as dishonorable places for
Muslim women to frequent. Other participants outlined personal ethical conflicts that prevented them from pursuing specific job
opportunities. For many, employment opportunities at companies that supported causes directly in conflict with their Islamic
values, such as those with Zionist agendas, were immediately categorized as nonviable options.

“I mean a lot of my concerns are mostly ethically based, which are obviously guided by my faith. That’s where my moral and ethical

values come from. So [I have to think], ‘Okay, am I gonna have to work on a project that deals with something I potentially don’t like or

I don’t support?’...like what it involves something like working for ICE [U.S. Immigration and Customs Enforcement] or specific foreign

governments. [...] Those are the important things that were in my mind.” -(P15)

The final unique consideration reiterated by several participants when job-seeking involved prioritizing employers that were
willing to accommodate the daily Islamic prayer timetable. This included searching for workplaces with onsite meditation, lactation,
or worship spaces, and less strictly regimented employee work schedules. These individuals also desired positions that allowed
them the flexibility to take time off work for major religious celebrations, typically not recognized as federal holidays.

“Having a schedule that rotates around prayers is a little difficult sometimes. [...] Coming from [my last job] in Philly, where there’s a

giant Arab community, during Ramadan [the Islamic holy month] when you didn’t eat it wasn’t a big deal. If you took time off of

school or work to go for prayers or even for Eid [an Islamic holiday], it wasn’t a big deal. Here [in my new job in Georgia] it is a big

deal.”-(P14)

Information about cultural diversity or religious acceptance at an organization was rarely presented to applicants on individual
job postings, or about the companies at large on the popular digital job platforms in which they are showcased. To combat such
information asymmetries, many applicants reported engaging in additional tactics to ascertain answers for themselves. These
tactics included researching company’s diversity statements and policies, examining employee directories to identify individuals of
color, and looking through employee reviews posted on portals like Glassdoor to find any mentions of company policies regarding
religious accommodations. Lastly, participants joined community-level, private online groups on social media, such as the Muslim
Women Professional Network, to discover recommended jobs already vetted for their particular needs, with “point[s] of contact
you could reach out to [with any personal] questions.”

Even with all these supplementary strategies in place, insight about a particular company’s corporate culture and attitudes
about diversity (in the way of religion, gender, and race) was hard to discern. Many participants reported resigning themselves
to having critical information simply left unknown, and making life-altering decisions under the conditions of this knowledge
gap. Ultimately, such information asymmetries force vulnerable participants to gamble on compromising their personal values in
exchange for secure employment.
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4.3 Legacy Asymmetries

In this section, we demonstrate how legacy asymmetries impact people’s experiences related to online hiring. By legacy asymmetries,
we refer to various social, economic, and political phenomena that continue to disproportionately and detrimentally impact certain
marginalized social groups [50]. They refer to the various historical inequalities that continue to affect minority populations in the
analog and digital world. Specifically, within our context, our participants alluded to several key legacy factors that impacted their
experiences, including difficulties in navigating the American education system and job market as first and second generation
immigrants, inherited familial financial constraints, and unique cultural factors that work to inhibit opportunities for Muslim
women. These inequalities range from minor microaggressions experienced in their daily lives to deep-rooted systemic factors
that inhibit personal, familial, and community-wide prosperity [69]. While newer manifestations of hiring discrimination appear
within these online platforms, hiring discrimination targeting Muslim women is not a new phenomenon, and can be traced back to
longstanding social attitudes. Inherited legacy factors, consequences of these historical inequalities, impact an individual’s ability
to engage in the online job-seeking process unhindered.

For disenfranchised communities that have been restricted from traditional networking and recruiting opportunities, larger
societal framing often positions the Internet as the great equalizer [123]. Buying into this belief means that for our participants, the
online job-seeking process was perceived to be paramount as they lacked other concrete means of access to gainful employment.
Online spaces afford applicants the mask of anonymity, by obscuring physical appearances and visible identifiers, to shield
individuals from hiring prejudice they might otherwise face offline. However, many participants spoke at length about how the
more harmful aspects of their offline realities still managed to seep into their digital job searching activity. Participants identified
several legacy factors perceived to be extremely influential in determining one’s immediate hiring outcomes. Many of these were
factors they described feeling personally disadvantaged in, and felt had significantly affected their behaviors while applying to
jobs online. The most common sentiment expressed by participants involved the opportunity cost associated with attending
less prestigious higher-education institutions. Elite colleges have long since been known to confer special privileges to their
matriculants in terms of resources, alumni networks, and job opportunities [128]. The ranking or prestige of an individual’s
alma mater was perceived to be, by participants, an incredibly important factor in hiring decisions made both by employers and
algorithms on online job platforms.

“If you’re looking at a top company, the kind of people that they’re probably hiring... you’re probably only exclusively looking at Ivy

League. [...] I think a lot of people of color, and a lot of women of color [don’t] have the privilege and financial means to go to an Ivy

League education.” -(P11)

Participants in our group largely identified as first generation students. Several participants theorized that for applicants without
insider connections, particularly those of minority status like themselves, it was imperative to have the brand recognition of a
highly ranked institution on your resume to compensate. However, demographic portraits of Muslim-American households reveal
that many, on average, have both larger families living under one roof and lower average household incomes, restricting many
financial opportunities including the ability to attend expensive, private institutions [33]. Most participants in our sample attended
their public in-state institution, schools that offered them generous financial aid, while others had felt pressured to exclusively
consider commuter colleges that would eliminate additional housing costs.

Consequences of these inherited familial financial constraints prevented participants from taking advantage of costly counseling
resources and career stepping stones. Investing time and energy into financially burdensome job-seeking experiences, were not
accessible for many participants, even if they stood to improve one’s employability. Examples of these missed opportunities
included passing on resume-enhancing unpaid internships in favor of unrelated part-time work that was paid, or not being able to
take advantage in expensive career coaching services that taught applicants how to more successfully navigate the job-seeking
process, among others [111].
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“There are definitely classes that exist that teach you how to apply to big companies like Google and Facebook, the big tech ones. So

when you have people kind of paying money to essentially be funneled into these big corporations. . . they’re being taught exactly what

to say and exactly what’s coming to them. There is like this unfairness that kind of pops up, class privilege comes into play.” -(P02)

Participants also reported feeling as though they were at a distinct disadvantage due to their limited professional networks.
Connections were seen as an important factor in both offline and online spaces. All participants in our group were either children of
immigrants, or immigrants themselves, limiting their networks growing up only to immediate family members. Many participants
recounted that their parental figures were employed in working class jobs, and unable to extend any professional contacts to
their children. As a result, many participants described having to single-handedly forge each of their individual connections
later on in adulthood, though this process too was fraught with obstacles. One such limitation includes the fact that most offline
networking and recruiting opportunities are held in bar and lounge settings centered around alcohol consumption. While this is
typically considered an intimidating and unfriendly environment for many practicing Muslim-Americans, it especially curbs the
opportunities of Muslim-American women who face harsher scrutiny, and risk reputational harm, within their communities [22].
Even beyond informal networking events, some of our hijabi participants reported still feeling a sense of unease when looking for
jobs through other face-to-face channels, such as career fairs.

“I’m visibly Muslim, and we had these career fairs where students would be recruited from a lot of different agencies that came [...] I

never got any calls from any of those career fairs. I honestly don’t know if it’s because [...] of my qualification[s] or what I look like,

[but I don’t know] what was the reason that they never even gave me an interview. ” -(P04)

For our participants, resources on the Internet proved to be one of the only accessible methods through which they could
tangibly expand their professional networks.

“I don’t have a single lawyer in my family and I’m the first person, me and my sister, in my family to attend college. And then for me,

I’m the first one to attend law school, or grad school in general. So I really had to rely heavily on the internet and just any other

resources that were available to me.” -(P11)

The last legacy factor that was perceived to detrimentally impact participant hiring outcomes was best described as conflicting
cultural expectations. These cultural expectations, which most greatly affect immigrant children, often limited and shaped the
kinds of jobs and career paths individuals were ultimately able to pursue. Literature illustrates how the sacrifices of immigrant
parents foster far deeper senses of family obligation in first and second generation minority children than in children of European
backgrounds [49]. This was reflected in our participants who expressed an amplified need for job security in order to financially
support their immediate and extended families. Religious and cultural constraints can discourage and prevent unmarried Muslim-
American women from moving far away from home for their personal career or educational pursuits [84], further capping their
pool of options. While this was seen as a hurdle to opportunity in some of our participants, others felt a volitional obligation to
stay physically close to their aging parents and younger siblings.

“My parents are immigrants, I’m Pakistani, there’s all these things, and it’s a unique experience. You get such a different cultural

experience because you have to understand so much more about people’s vulnerabilities, or people not having what they need, or not

getting access to the same institutions. I can imagine if I grew up as a white, American, Christian person, I would have a very different

perspective and would have grown up to be a very different person.” -(P01)
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Job-seekers of minority status enter the online job-seeking process with several constraints as a consequence of these com-
pounded legacy factors. The realities of the offline world, as well as the flaws we identified in the relevant online systems, highlight
a need for a shift in design values. In order to best serve this population’s needs within the context of job-seeking, we must
consider how to integrate sensitivity and inclusivity into our digital spaces.

5 DISCUSSION

While the transition of job-seeking and hiring into online spaces offers many strengths, it also presents new challenges, especially
for those belonging to marginalized communities. As employers continue to rely on hiring algorithms and applicants’ social media
data as candidate screeners, many hiring decisions will result from co-mingled human and AI processes. Providing algorithmic
assistance to recruiting staff improves efficiency throughout the hiring process, such as increases in callback rates and more rapidly
filled positions [59]. Online, algorithmic-enhanced hiring processes help marginalized job-seekers by bypassing analog barriers. For
example, first and second generation immigrants are significantly less likely to have strong professional networks in their relevant
industry sectors than multi-generational Americans [46], thus, making online platforms a valuable space for individuals seeking
opportunities. However, in our work, we identified several key issues that hinder the experiences of Muslim-American women in
these digital spaces. We highlighted several asymmetries showcasing how data unevenly benefits employers’ decision-making
processes regarding who would be a good fit, without extending that same courtesy to applicants. We draw on previous work
exploring algorithmic inequity and participants’ online job-seeking experiences to reveal how such platforms and their algorithmic
underpinnings may uphold “the unjust subordination of one social group and the privileging of another [...] through automated,
data-driven and predictive systems" [79]. In our discussion, we suggest recommendations around data transparency and design
intended to facilitate a more equitable and inclusive online job-seeking experience.

5.1 Data Transparency and Employability

Our participants hailed from a variety of industry sectors, ethnicities, and ages, and we use this subset of varied experiences to
inform our recommendations. We considered that, despite their heterogeneous backgrounds, many of our participants expressed
abiding by similar codes of conduct or value systems that were at least in part fueled by their collective identity as Muslim American
women. One of the largest issues our participants expressed was the lack of transparency they faced around what kind of personal
data (e.g., concerns about ethnic names, gender, prestige of the institution attended, etc.) was collected about applicants by hiring
staff, and how they factored into final hiring decisions. Bloated systems, where thousands of hopeful employees submit to singular
job postings, also make it impossible for applicants to receive timely, individual feedback about their applications. In our study,
most participants reported it was more common to never be contacted at all after submitting an application than it was to receive a
generic rejection email. This lack of communication and certainty about where one stands in the larger application review process
was found to be deeply discouraging, with some participants reporting that they withdrew completely from job-seeking in order
to regain their confidence as job candidates. When compounded with the opacity around personal data use and collection, this
lack of application feedback further alienated individuals, and an overwhelming number of our participants reported perceiving
themselves as less valuable applicants as a result.

Applicants kept intentionally in the dark about the ways employers arrive at final hiring outcomes are left to their own devices
and forced to construct narratives amongst themselves to explain and understand how those decisions may have been made. The
inverse situation, in which applicants simultaneously lack access to sufficient information about potential job opportunities also
occasionally forces individuals to compromise their personal needs in order to secure employment (e.g., being employed in an
alcohol-centric workplace culture). In order to ultimately positively improve hiring outcomes for minority job seekers, we must
make accommodations for their special considerations in the workplace and provide more accessible information about the role
of algorithms in recruiting. In the following section we will outline a few design recommendations to improve the job-seeking
experience and better support some of the needs of Muslim-American women.
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Given the data transparency concerns our participants highlighted (i.e., personal data use and collection, lack of communication,
work environment information, and extent of algorithmic use), we identify a few key ways popular job-seeking platforms could be
improved. The current design framework on virtual job boards and the career and hiring pages of individual company websites
are inadequate in providing Muslim-American women with enough support to make informed decisions about future employers
and workplaces. A combination of changes to the choice architecture (e.g., changes to filter options for search results) on virtual
job boards supported by the inclusion of data disclosure statements on company websites will work to improve information
transparency to applicants on how data is used throughout the hiring process. These changes may also work to clear up confusion
with regards to special accommodations certain populations may desire in the workplace when actively applying to jobs.

To account for transparency and anxiety among job seekers who are unable to determine what factors determine their hiring
outcomes, companies (e.g., individual firms) could include digestible, easy to access data disclosure statements on their websites
to explain their general social media screening practices (e.g., “We typically scrape data from relevant Facebook and Instagram
accounts after XYZ stage of the recruiting process if we are interested in an applicant”); and disclose which specific members of the
hiring or recruiting staff were entrusted with reviewing their particular social media information (e.g., knowing which individuals
collect, review, or handle photographs of applicants is an important consideration for some interpretations of Islamic modesty).

Virtual job boards must also create carefully constructed data disclosure statements that outline data types (e.g., demographics,
click trails [the sequence of link selections users make when visiting a site]) and data sources that are typically sampled during
the applicant review process by employers. Disclosure statements should then break down the specific uses and manipulations
(e.g., analysis) of the aforementioned data, while also elaborating on the logic, techniques, and factors used by predictive hiring
tools (e.g, machine learning algorithms) that might come into play. Information with regards to the data storage policies (e.g.,
where is the data stored, by whom is it handled–so that women with faith-related concerns can identify which specific individuals
are entrusted with their materials) of different companies and virtual job boards will also be important information to make
transparent. These disclosures could also provide companies with an opportunity to communicate what rights applicants might
hold with regards to their data, including their right to review any of the collected data, and the right to consent to or opt out of
particular data collection practices.

Opportunities for recourse should exist at both the data gathering and algorithmic processing levels for companies and platforms,
so applicants can contest incorrect information collected about them, especially when systems make incorrect assessments based
on the gathered applicant data. Alkhatib and Bernstein outline potential avenues for recourse, emphasizing the importance of
formal, comprehensible fair appeals processes that allow users to identify when and how systems make mistakes, and concrete
avenues to then resolve resulting misjudgements [9].

5.2 Supporting Diversity Through Design

As individuals holding multiple minority statuses, our participants expressed a deep desire to be employed at companies with
inclusive and diverse workplace environments. However, information regarding the ethnic, religious, and gender diversity of
employees at particular firms are not disclosed in virtual job listings, and are not typically available through other information
gathering methods as well. Participants in our sample took several measures to navigate the diversity issue, with many individuals
even limiting their job search to certain geographic locales in order to use the relatively high diversity of surrounding towns and
cities as a proxy for the diversity of a given workplace. Other participants reported examining employee directories to manually
determine the number of minority applicants that worked at specific companies, which still proved to be an occasionally ineffective,
and labor-intensive strategy. To mitigate this information gap, we suggest a new potential design choice to make diversity a more
unambiguous consideration when job-seeking.

The first way this knowledge gap could be addressed would be through the integration of ‘Diversity’ as a filter for applicants
on online job platforms. Currently, several online job platforms allow applicants to refine their search results for open positions
with a variety of filters, ranging from medical benefits to salary range. Adding in an option to allow applicants to also filter job
results by the relative diversity of the work environment can work to support the concerns of minority applicants. This could
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be accomplished through the development of an easily understood standardized scoring system, inclusive of gender, ethnicity,
religious affiliation and other salient identity traits. Examples of existing scoring methods include USA Today’s diversity index
which yields scores ranging from 0 to 1, which has since been adapted for different uses, such as the ranking of different higher
education institutions by student body diversity [78]. This work could then be supported by the release of additional workplace
diversity statistics on company websites. This will supplement the diversity filter on larger platforms, intended to act as an initial
screening tool, while the more granular information posted on company websites about the specific diversity at certain workplaces
will help to provide further insight to individuals with more particular considerations (e.g., working in a female only workplace).

To further support diverse workplaces in place, we discuss design considerations for better accommodating special populations.
Within our sample of Muslim-American women, many participants listed amenties they desired from potential work environments
that could not easily be determined online. Examples included designated on-site spaces for prayer, and flexibility for time-off
from work for religious holidays, that are not federally recognized, among others. These perks could easily be integrated into
many online job platforms’ existing filtration options by simply being added under the banner filter for ‘Employee Benefits’. Many
popular platforms, such as Linkedin, allow applicants to narrow search results with the aforementioned filter based on common
benefits including maternity leave, commuter aid, or student loan assistance. Simply including options to allow individuals to filter
based on religious accommodations could be valuable in effectively supporting the unique needs of minority populations.

5.3 The Limits of Transparency

Much of this discussion has focused primarily on transparency as a means to bridge our identified information and process
asymmetries, but ignores factors, such as inherited legacy factors, that contribute to imbalances in the job-seeking journey. Despite
the concerted efforts of developers, policy makers, and researchers in creating more equitable systems, the constantly shifting
ethical guidelines in AI work make it difficult for individuals in these roles to accurately capture and address the realities of
different marginal communities [120]. In order to be perceptive of the unique sensitivities, harms, and preferences of Muslim
American women, it is imperative to not only make design changes towards achieving transparency, but to also reimagine and
reshape current stakeholder roles. Multi-stakeholder initiatives that involve perspectives of community organizations (e.g., Muslim
Women’s Professional Network) and their individual members can support meeting new measures of algorithmic fairness, and
support final outcomes that embrace otherwise excluded voices.

We also recognize that endeavors towards transparency may not help individuals achieve agency in their algorithmically
disadvantaged situations at all, and that the ‘autonomy through openness’ [11] approach has several limitations. While transparency
can be a first tangible step towards bridging informational gaps in sociotechnical systems, and is widely lauded as such in social
computing work, steps towards making data collection and use processes transparent ignores how power dynamics, digital literacy
gaps, and histories of mistrust (e.g., between the larger Muslim-American community and surveillance technologies) will continue
to exist and limit user empowerment.

Access to data alone will not bring about fairness, and though the design solutions we posed may mitigate some challenges,
imbalances in the hiring process also stems from unevenness in the ceilings of organizational capacity and human power within HR.
As framed in Sultana et. al’s paper, we suggest design opportunities that “empower within, not against” [114]. to provide temporary
reprieves within unfair systems that require total structural reorganization for the goals of true justice. As job-seeking and hiring
processes become irretrievably embedded into digital spaces, we must consider how the transformation of these processes into
technological systems can do as much harm as good and must remain critical and reflective of their limits to accurately represent
the “cultural, political, [and] societal” [19] considerations of their users.

6 CONCLUSION

We frame our work as exploratory research at the intersection of Islamic HCI and algorithmic fairness. Our findings center on how
Muslim-American women, a population holding multiple marginal minority statuses, face obstacles and anxieties during their
online job-seeking process. We were particularly interested in how our participants conceptualized and interacted with hiring
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algorithms and the threat of social media screening by hiring personnel, but also in how they dealt with the relevant resource
constraints (e.g., being first generation college students) that affected their employment outcomes.

In our work, we apply an asymmetries oriented approach, and highlight the three major mechanisms that were thought to
give rise to many of our participant’s obstacles and anxieties. In our application, we focused on the differences in information,
power, and status between job seekers and systems entrusted to hire them. This approach allowed us to identify the most pressing
issues, among others within this context, in need of redress to bring about more equitable and valuable hiring outcomes. However,
in recognizing asymmetries, we also recognize existing movements towards achieving symmetry (i.e, more fair and accessible
pathways to jobs), particularly those employed by our participants on individual and community levels. This in turn helped us
avoid building a deficit narrative, which tends to focus solely on the oppressive constructs experienced by a community, rather
than on the competencies they exhibit when faced with them. Finally, an asymmetries orientation allowed us to better understand
the far-reaching complexities of our problem space, ultimately leading us to propose recommendations as potential intermediary
steps rather than presenting them as end-all solutions.

In doing this work, we recognize the limitations of our choice of method and analyses. Thoughwewere interested in investigating
the impact of hiring algorithms on the hiring outcomes of our target population, we opted for a qualitative approach working
directly with participants rather than examining the efficacy of hiring algorithms. Our focus on the asymmetries experienced by
our participants ignores the perspective of hiring staff, private companies, and job seeking individuals of non-minority status
who may face significant asymmetries of their own when looking to secure positive employment outcomes. However, through
our singular focus, we were able to engage more deeply with the individuals in our sample and understand how they perceived
the efficacy of hiring algorithms, and how these perceptions, regardless of their accuracy, still deeply affected online and offline
behaviors. We also stress the importance of recognizing the intersectionality of the population of Muslim-American women, and
how deeply diverse the lived experiences of this particular community may be. Our focus on the context of job-seeking and hiring
constrained the degree to which we were able to focus on the richness of this intersectionality, and how it may shape the lives
of our participants beyond their roles as potential employees. While our sample consisted of participants hailing from many
different cultures, racial identities, and ages, we acknowledge the need for more even representation across these parameters. Our
participant pool was largely comprised of South Asian Muslim women who skewed towards the younger end of our age range, and
we hope future work can be more reflective of the experiences of other communities of women who identify as Muslim-American.

As employment decisions, job postings, and job applications continue to be hosted online, we stress the importance of
investigating the nuances of the digital job seeking experience. Future research could benefit from the inclusion of the perspectives
of Muslim-American men, and non-binary individuals Muslims in building a more comprehensive understanding of this population,
but the perspectives of those on the opposite side of the process (e.g., HR and hiring staff) would likely reveal important insights
as well. Based on our findings, we were able to develop preliminary design suggestions to support the unique needs of our sample
population of Muslim-American women. Though design solutions alone cannot mitigate the deeply entrenched disadvantages
faced by different populations in the job-seeking process, we believe following up with community based participatory research to
build tangible design interventions can be a natural next step to this work.
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